In response to the deluge of genome data, we are developing Visual Genome Explorer ™ , an interactive graphical interface to genome data. Given is a description of the prototype program, which introduces the concept of visual comparative genomics for complete bacterial genomes.
INTRODUCTION
With the explosive growth of genomic databases, researchers face the increasingly overwhelming task of assimilating pertinent information. Retrieval of many kinds of data, such as sequences and their identified coding regions, is relatively simple because of the efforts made by several major institutions to simplify database access. However, it is often labor-intensive and time-consuming to extract important information because the data are typically only available in a noninteractive textual form. Although colorful illustrations have accompanied publications of complete genome sequencing projects (2, 3, 4) , and sophisticated software has been developed for managing sequencing project data (References 5 and 6; see Availability), no software is readily available for simple visual interaction with the data. In response, we are developing Visual Genome Explorer ™, an interactive graphical interface to genome data. Following is a description of Visual Genome Explorer bacterial (VGE b ), the prototype of Visual Genome Explorer for use with bacterial genomes.
VGE bintroduces the concept of visual comparative genomics, whereby the researcher is presented with connected global and local views of multiple genomes. This comparative presentation is highly integrated with the whole system, allowing the user to perform all operations on a single genome or, comparatively, two genomes simultaneously. For example, when the user chooses to display a functional group, the program displays the selected group of coding regions on both genomes, providing a visual structural comparison of the gene locations involved in that group.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The interface of VGE bis organized into two or four primary windows (depending on whether one or two genomes are loaded, respectively). Each genome is represented by both a circular global view and a linear local view, which displays a finer resolution of the genome and is synchronized (logically and visually) with the global view by the range selector (pie-slice-shaped shadow on global view). Several classes of information are associated with a sequence in VGE b : putative coding regions, which are color-coded by functional role classification (if role data are available); motifs, such as restriction enzyme cut sites; transfer RNAs; and ribosomal RNAs.
A genome is represented globally in VGE bas several concentric circles, or rings, as is customary for circular chromosomes. The outermost ring of the global view shows the locations of putative coding regions found on the plus (outer edge) and minus (inner edge) strands, color-coded by functional role. In the second or middle ring are motif (or restriction enzyme) sites. Up to four motifs can be displayed in the ring as equally scaled sub-rings of different colors. The innermost ring shows the locations of transfer RNAs (outer edge) and ribosomal RNAs (inner edge) in red and blue, respectively. The local view concurrently supports the same classes of information as the global view. It is drawn linearly below the circular global view and layered from bottom to top: scale, sequence (at sufficient magnification), putative coding regions (plus strand below minus strand), motifs, tRNAs and rRNAs.
In VGE b , the user can browse visually and perform queries on the data. To make interaction with data simple and intuitive, VGE bprovides direct manipulation of views-zoo mingand scrolling. The user can change the zoom selection by dragging the ends of the range-selection area in the global view, by scrolling in the local view or using a direct input box for start-and end-sequence locations. As the cursor passes over objects in the local view, information about that object, such as the object's name and function, is displayed in the status bar at the bottom of the application window.
In addition to visual browsing, the user can perform simple queries on the associated data in VGE b . For example, one can search for any data objects that match a particular term, such as "metabolism". A list of all putative coding regions containing that term would then be displayed, allowing the user to selectively build a list of data items to display or hide. The user can also use a sequence scanning tool to perform searches for restriction enzyme cut sites and/or simple motifs.
VGE buses data from several sources. The sequence and primary annotation tables associated with a genome (i.e., putative coding regions and RNAs) are read from a standard GenBank ® flat-file (1) . Currently, all of the published complete bacterial genomes are available in GenBank format. Functional role classifications (see Availability), however, are not generally included in the GenBank flat-file. Thus, functional role data for identified putative coding regions, if available, are assigned to loaded objects using an external table. Enzyme cut sites and other motifs are generated by VGE b and so are stored locally in custom files to improve performance. 
AVAILABILITY

